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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with minimizing layout area of FPGA design. FPGAs are becoming increasingly important in the

design of ASICs since they provide both large scale integration and user-programmability. This paper describes a method

to obtain tight bound on the worst-case increase in area when drivers are introduced along many long wires in a layout.

The area occupied by minimum-area embedding for a circuit can depend on the aspect ratio of the bounding rectangle

of the layout. This paper presents a separator-based area-optimal embeddings for FPGA graphs in rectangles of several

aspect ratios which solves the longest path problem in the constraint graph. 
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1. Introduction

In FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays),

routing resources are fixed and their usage is

constrained by the location of anti-fuses. This

severely limits the ability to make accurate wire-

ability and timing predictions at the placement level.

There is a need, therefore, for a layout flow in which

an incremental placer changes the layout based on

post-layout timing and wire-ability analysis. 

FPGAs have found increasing use in prototyping,

emulation of large ASICs, and in many low volume

products. 

FPGAs are an effective technology to application

specific integrated circuits (ASICs) that reduce the

cost for low to medium volume production. FPGAs

have an array of logic cells connected by a general

routing structure, like a Mask Programmable Gate

Array (MPGA), but they are programmable like PLDs.

In recent year FPGAs have become an important

alternative technology to MPGA due to their shorter

design cycle, re-programmability, and low costs. 

The complexity of FPGAs has increased to the

point where automatic design tools are essential.

However, because the routing fabric, connection

mechanisms and timing issues are different for

FPGAs, specialized layout tools are required [1,2].

While the ability to predict wire-ability and timing

behavior for FPGAs at the placement stage is very

difficult, it continues to be true that the ability to effect a

substantial charge in the wire-ability and timing

behavior is much greater at the placement stage

compared to the routing stage where the flexibility in

very much limited due to the already exiting placement.

This paper deals with minimizing layout area of

FPGA design. A long wire in a FPGA layout causes

delay which can be reduced by using a driver. There

can be significant area increase when many drivers

are introduced in a layout.

This paper describes a method to obtain tight

bound on the worst-case increase in area when drivers

are introduced along many long wires in a layout.

The area occupied by minimum-area embedding

for a circuit can depend on the aspect ratio of the

bounding rectangle of the layout. This paper presents

a separator-based area-optimal embeddings for FPGA

graphs in rectangles of several aspect ratios.

2. Timing Driven Placement

The input to the problem of timing driven placement†E-mail : yicheon @cju.ac.kr
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re-engineering [1,2] is a placed and routed design

and the engineering changes made to the circuit.

The output is a new layout that incorporates the

design changes and satisfies all the timing constraint

(Fig. 1).

Since the engineering changes are typically local

and relatively minor, it would be wasteful to re-do the

entire layout of the modified circuit from scratch.

Further, the localized nature of engineering changes

mean that the layout of the original circuit is a good

starting point for finding a delay feasible layout of the

modified circuit. An algorithm for minimizing the

perturbation in the placement while handling

engineering changes were presented in ref. [3].

Techniques have also been proposed for exploiting

the locality of engineering change in circuit simulation.

We study the problem of timing driven placement

re-engineering for regular architectures (Fig. 2). The

two architectures of interest are FPGAs and gate

arrays. The concept of a slack neighborhood graph is

used to design an efficient algorithm for pre-

configuring a physically infeasible placement (with

some slots occupied by two modules) to a feasible

one with probably low timing degradation. This

serves as a crucial part of our algorithm for the timing

driven placement re-engineering problem. The

regularity of these architectures allows us to use

powerful graph theoretic techniques that would not be

possible otherwise. A structural change modifies the

topology of the circuit while a minimizing constraint

change alters the timing constraints that must be

satisfied by the implementation of the circuit.

Since the deletion of modules and the associated

interconnections require only the removal of the

modules and interconnections from the placement, it

does not increase the arrival times of signals at the

primary outputs. 

Hence, we will focus on the addition of new

modules and interconnections to a placed and routed

design. Notice that the addition of new modules and

interconnections can cause violation of timing

constraints, even if there is no change in the timing

constraints, due to the creation of new paths in the

circuit.

3. The new routing technique of routing 

structure for FPGA

The routing and placement are issued for the

FPGAs are somewhat different from those of custom

logic IC. For a large fan-out node, for example, an

optimal placement for the elements for the fan-out

would be along a single row or column, where the

routing could be done using a long line. For the

FPGA, the routing delay is more influenced by the

number of pass transistors for which the signal must

cross rather than by the length of the signal line.

3.1. Roast-able Technology Mapping

Fig. 3. shows our wire-ability and performance

driven FPGA layout flow. The logic circuits can be

described using a high level language. Logic and/or

state machine synthesis produce a modified net list

description using a technology mapping tool which

efficiently maps Boolean functions to the proper

FPGA logic modules. The modified net list description

is used by the placement tool to place the cells in the

FPGA base array with primarily net-length minimization

objective. The global router assigns forethoughts to

nets. The channel router assigns segments to nets.

Our ideas are along the lines where technology

mapping and logic restructuring/decomposition are

performed along with placement [1,4] Fig. 4 shows

one possible mapping, M1 of F, and P after mapping,

placement and routing. Fig. 5. shows a second mapping,

M2 of F, and the corresponding P after placement and

routing. By comparing Fig. 4. and Fig. 5, we see that

M2 uses lesser routing tracks compared to M1. Thus,

this example shows that by changing the mapping

Fig. 1. Module insertion for the satisfying of timing

constraints.
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solution we can change the routing characteristics.

Our approach is based on performing mapping

along with placement and routing. Each mapping step

is followed by an incremental routing step. Thus,

there is an integration of physical design with logic

synthesis, in our approach.

3.2. Incremental detailed Rerouting

The incremental detailed routing procedure is

illustrated in Fig. 6. Initially (Fig. 6(a)), all nets have

been globally routed. Also, in channels 0,1 and 2, all

nets (that are present in these channels) can be

detailed routed. However, in channel 2, net 1 cannot

be routed for lack of horizontal routing resources.

When cell A is moved (Fig. 6(b)), nets connected cell

A (nets 1,2) are ripped up (i.e., vertical and horizontal

segments connected to nets 1 and 2 are freed).

Therefore, now nets 1 and 2 need global routing and

there are detail-un-routed nets in all channels.

Eventually, these un-routed nets are rerouted both

globally, and then in the channels (Fig. 6(c)) so that

finally there are no un-routed nets. Note that only a

small subset of nets get rerouted on any placement

perturbation.

4. Layout flow for FPGA

4.1. Placement and Routing for FPGA

In Fig. 7., for example, net needs a feed through

and this gets assigned at the global routing stage.

Once the global routing is done, the channel problems

are defined.

At the detailed routing stage, the horizontal routing

resources or segments are assigned to net in channels.

The layout flow for island-style FPGAs is shown in

Fig. 7. As in the earlier case, the technology mapper

converts a high-level circuit description into a net-list

of I/O blocks and CLBs [5]. At the global routing

stage, paths are determined for every connection.

Paths are connect ports of CLBs through connection

and switch blocks.

The global router does not have any information

regarding of the contents of the connection switch

blacks and makes the path decisions based on

Fig. 2. The timing driven placement re-engineering problem.

Fig. 3. FPGA layout flow diagram. Fig. 4. implemented on P.
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estimated congestion.

In Fig. 7., for example, the auto paths for the three-

terminal nets are found at the global routing stage. At

the detailed routing stage, explicit routing resources are

assigned to nets, i.e., the detailed router decides which

routing resources to use for a particular path of a net.

4.2. Timing driven pre-placement

In this section, we approached timing driven

placement as follows;

(1) A sign wire length targets to each connection to

exploit the allowable slacks in each path during

placement. We use a simplified version of the zero-

slack approach.

(2) Arrive at a placement configuration that

minimizes the deviation from assigned wire lengths

using a simulated annealing based placement and

global routing. The global routing for each net is

preformed using a single trunk Steiner tree appro-

ximation. The cost function minimized is ;

Fig. 5. Implemented on P.

Fig. 6. Incremental detail routing.

Fig. 7. Layout flow.
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Cf = α*wl + β*Tp + rCp

wl : Total wire length

Tp : Total timing penalty which is computed as the

square of the wire length for each connection.

Cp : Total congestion penalty which is computed as

the square of the oversubscribed track resources for

each channel segment associated with each LUT

(Look up Table).

4.3. Pre-routing phase

The two requirement of the routing phase are to

achieve 100% wire-ability and to meet the timing

requirements. Specific FPGA routing architectures

require correspondingly targeted routing for the

segmented channel architecture of row-based FPGAs. 

An additional constraint for such architectures is

that only one track can be used for connection, i.e., no

doglegs are allowed. In the connections [6] all nets

are sorted and processed according to their left-age.

At every intermediate point, a frontier is maintained

which represents the tracks available and corresponds

to a particular selection of tracks for previous

connections. 

D.F. Wong [7] addresses the problem of routing for

inland-style architectures (Fig. 8.). The global routing

here is based on standard-cell global routing which

assigns paths for connections so as to balance channel

densities. This is followed by a detailed routing which

uses the global routing solution to guide the assignment

of specific routing segments to connections. 

Many paths for each connection are explored

concurrently via a search heuristic with an intelligent

pruning mechanism. At the end of the search phase,

multiple paths are determined for each connection. To

address performance based routing more directly,

Jariwala, D. [5,8] attempts to iteratively improve the

performance by modifying the delay bounds on

connections which guide the router. For each

connection, a lower bound on delay is supplied. This

so-called “limit-bumping algorithm” reassign the

upper bounds of delays allowed on each connection

i.e,. the slacks allowed for the connections.

5. Conclusion

We have created a new performance driven

simultaneous placement and routing algorithm for

FPGAs. We have described our overall strategy for

simultaneous placement and routing within on

optimization frame work. We have also described our

chosen optimization technique. 

We then described how the placement and routing

are incrementally perturbed to achieve the desired

layout meeting the wire-ability and timing requirements.

Our multi-phased approach optimizes the key

parameters that affect performance by adequately

modeling the impact on wire length, route-ability, and

performance during technology mapping to produce

designs that have high performance and high route-

ability potential. From this approach we have

developed novel techniques for technology mapping

which produce designs with high performance and

route-ability potential.
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